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NUMBER FIVE

SILVER SCROLL NAMES 4; 2 MANAGE TOLO
Alice Carey,
Dot Klingele

STUDENT
OBSERVER

Arrange Tolo

A. Carey, V. Clark, D. Klingele and
K. Niedermeyer Pledged by
Silver Scroll Honorary

Excess Profits Tax?

The

One of the foremost questions
on the campus, today is the excess

profits tax. A committee, appointed by the Advisory Board, is now
Silver Scroll,upper division women's honorary, announced
canvassing the student body for
the
names of four new pledges this week. The new canditheir ideas on the tax. The Specpro
tator
now
the
issue
dates
were chosen on the basis of their scholastic standpresents
by F. L. ASHE
and con. Read it and then formuing (2.7 average required) and extra-curricular activities.
(The opinions expressed in this late your ideas.
The women chosen were Dorothy
November
16
held in her honor on
column are not necessarily those
Klingele; senior chem major, secat the Chamber of Commerce hall. of the Spectator, Seattle College, PRO
retary of Lambda Tau, secretary
Administration, the
John Powers
of Gamma Sigma Alpha, and secMeanwhile, college girls are en- The Veterans'
"
Ihave been asked to write a
Communists, John
Klan,
Ku
Klux
retary
of the Senior class; Alice
joying their yearly respite from
L. Lewis, O. P. A. or the Grand few words in favor of an excess
senior
Cary;
sociology major, class
invite
to
boys
to
pent-up desires
profits tax, to be levied upon the
Party).
editor of '47 Aegis, chairman of
The
Rev.
A.
Corrigan,
B.
dances. They are employing the Old
various organizations at Seattle
Dean of Studies, has announ- publicity for AWSSC style show,
"eager beaver" tactics made faCollege. So far this quarter, we
A
PERSISTENT
S year veteran of Spectator; Katie
THERE'S
mous by the famous comic strip
ced the opening of Winter Niedermeyer; senior
to break into have all seen the income that has
grumble
threatening
sociology ma"chooscharacter who believes in
a mighty roar over Seattle Col- been reaped by the various orQuarter registration com- jor, secretary AWSSC '45-46,
ing her own brand!"
mencing Monday, November president AWSSC '46-47, and
lege one of these days, kiddies, be- ganizations sponsoring the various
Alice Cary and Dorothy Kling- cause a certain faction, whom we activities which have taken place.
11,
for students now in at- chairman of last year's First Comele are co-chairmen of the dance will call the K. K. X.'s, aren't With the increased student body
tendance.
Tofacilitate the an- municant Drive sponsored by the
which is being sponsored by the satisfying a lot of Uncle Sam's at Seattle College, it is pretty CON.
Sodality; and Virginia Clark; junticipated large number of regSilver Scroll, upper class women's guests along with other gentry hard to "go in the red" on afGerry Lee Testu
ior dietetics major, president sophistrants, each class will be omore class '46-46, secretary Hifairs such as these, and in most
will be and sundry on the campus.
Publicity
honorary.
It has come to my attention
confined to the following spe- yu Coolee, and co-chairman of
handled by Katie Neidermeyer, THE GRUMBLE stems from the cases, a pretty good profit is at- that certain members of the stutained. These profits will proceed dent body are proposing a system
and Virginia Clark will be in
cified dates: Seniors, Novem- Barn Dance '45.
split
fact that there is a definite
to go into the treasuries of the
charge of tickets.
in the student body at Seattle various organizations, there to re- by which the ASSC treasury
Nationel Catholic Book Week ber 11 to 13; Juniors, Nov- Initiation takes place here at the
would be given the power to assScroll president, Joan O'Neill College. On one side is a numer- main idle, except for a few small
will be officially observed by Se- ember 14 to 19; Sophomores, college on November 14 and 15. In
ess
the various organizations in
will
known
charge of the initiation are Mary
which
be
majority,
warns that the dance will be lim- ical
expenditures. The purpose of the the college a certain- amount of the attle College through its participa- November 20 to 30; FreshNewcom'Those
and Marguerite LaVoy,
posterity
will
be
to
as
Stevenson
250
Tickets
couples.
ited to
excess profits tax is to divert this profit derived from the
tion in a program to be presented men, December 1 to 27. New
activities
two of last year's Spring pledges.
on sale the week of the 11th and ers"; on the other side are the K. money into profitable channels.
sponsored by these organizations. at Forest Ridge Convent this eve- students will be enrolled from After a ghort meeting on Novemabsolutely no tickets will be sold K. X.'s, a minority composed of By profitable channels, Ido not
is known as the- excess profits ning. Two sessions will be held: December 17 to 27.
It
Were
Here
ber 16 at 6:30, a dinner in honor
at the door. Girls should get their old guards, cliques, "We
mean channels which will favor tax law. Under this law, a certain one in the afternoon with the
All dates listed above are in- of the four candidates will be held
dates and tickets early. The price Firsters," etc., whose motto, when one group or organization. Imean
percentage of the fijoney taken in Catholic grade and high schools clusive and any student
is $1.50 per couple and tickets can it comes to running student ac- that this money should be put
who fails in the Mirror Room of the New
each organization, over and of the city taking part, and one in' to
by
"Keep
Klique
tivities,
members
to
be
seems
to
the
sched- Washington Hotel at 7:00 p. m.
proposed
be purchased from all
adhere
into the treasury of the A. S. S. C.
above expenses, would be diverted the evening presented by SC stu- ule will be subject to penalty by
Kontrol!"
of the Silver Scroll.
Under the present system, the A. into profitable channels, namely, dents.
All Silver Scroll members (and
the Treasurer's office.
TOO MANY student govern- S. S. C. has no means of income the
new
pledges) and their dates are
The mode of dress for the affair
Arthur
body
treasury.
student
Rev.
J. Wharton, S. J.,
ment officials in power at the other than the student fees, which
Possible confusion will be avoid- invited. Present at the occasion
will be afternoon dresses for the
Inasmuch
thi
main
as
has
been
expenses
appointed
chairman
of
present time are K. K. K. memberg under the present constitutional
of the student body are the ath- the Seattle Unit Catholic Library ed if the following procedure is will be Dr. Helen Werby, moderagirls and suits for their dates.
or candidates and closer to the restrictions, it is forced to share letic fund,
The music will be supplied by
the Aegis, and the association, andhas plannedan im- explicitly followed when register- tor of the Scroll; and Mrs. Leoparty than Sears Roebuck, Lig- with the Athletic Department, the Spectator which
nard, Dean of Women; Fr. H. O.
9
orchestra,
from
are adequately pressive program with his assoc- ing:
Freddy Jensen's
gett and Myers or Palmolive and Aegis, and the Spectator; and the
Small, President; Father A. B.
a)
to 12 p. m.
covered
Call
by
Registrar's
the
individual
student
at
office
to
iates.
Peet ever thought of being. They income it receives from its dances. fee, paid at
Corrigan, Dean of Students; and
to
beginning of each
eligibility
register.
the
determine
Miss Claire Amy Suguro will
have scrambled up the ladder on
These dances, such as the Home- quarter this money would be
F. J. Logan, student body modb) Fill in registration blanks.
Ft.
speak on "School Experiences" in
my back and I'll coming dance,
a 'You scratch
the Fall informal, used mainly for three ASSC ac- Tokyo.
" philosophy
c) Consult with advisor for class erator.
The double quartet, under
which they the Spring informal, are not profit
tivities: the Fall informal, the the direction of
In charge of the dinner are the
William Moeller, schedule.
brought with them from their re- making activities, but are striving
Scroll's oldest members, Jeanne
d) Complete registration.
and
Homecoming,
Spring
the
inwill present several selections.
spective high schools the real for social success, rather than fiformal. In addition to this, if at
The advisors, their offices, and Marie Eschbach, Joan O'Neill, and
.breeding, grounds of clique conspi- nancial.-In order for ttlese dance's
any time a club-sponsoredactivity
All who possibly can are urged their office hours are as follows: Colleen Floyd.
to be highly successful, socially, does not make expenses, thereby to attend, for the subject of Cath- English Robert Carmody, S.J.,
the convening of the racies!
they must have adequate finan- going into debt, enough money to olic Literature is of vital interest room 205, 1:00 to 4:00.
United Nations' Conference NOW, at heart, the K. K. X.'s
aren't bad folks, but they've got cial backing. This backing is im- balance the books would be given to Catholic students.
(ContinueaS>n page 4)
in New York during recent a bad habit, claim "those new- possible, if the finances of the
to that club by the ASSC. Briefly,
days, international problems comers," and that is the exclusion A. S. S. C. are low. Upon looking
that is the proposition.
are once morein the spotlight. of the latter from meetings, stu- at the books, we find that the The first objection that comes
: trend,
dent activities, and so on, into the A. 9. S. C. has approximately to my mind is this; traditionally,
In keeping with th s
The Associated Women Students
$42.94 to the good. This amount in any school, and I'm sure this
night.
sending
College
Seattle
is
of Seattle College at a meeting
Goldilocks, the is not sufficient to meet the debts holds true of S. C, the studentheld last Tuesday, Nov. 5, discussthree delegates to participate FOR YOU SEE,
K.
X.'s
are
entrenched incurred during the year,let alone body sponsored activities are THE
firmly
K.
ed Tilans for holding a turkey
of
in a Regional Conference
in the key offices. The student sponsor any dances. So, we can social
of the year. With
raffle
on the Monday of ThanksInternational Relations to be body officers and the powerful Ad- see that there is a definite need an enrollment of 2465, they are
giving week. Tickets will be avail7th,
The theme for the Fall Semi-Formal to be held Dec.
held November 15th and 16th visory Board officials all went in- for a further source of income
bound to be successful socially,
able the week before the drawing.
at Marylhurst College near to office at the end of the last Irealize that there will be ob- and why not financially? If the will be "Silhouette in the Moonlight", and will be presided Mary Trumbull and Pauline Borschool year. So when newcomers jections raised to the excess prof- ASSC sincerely needs extra funds, over by a Silhouette Queen and a Silhouette King, both of gan were named co-chairmen.
Portland, Oregon.
arrived on the scene they got about its tax law. 'Many will say that obviously the best way to obtain
shortly. Jean Chase, Mary Jacobsen and
Keynote of the conference will as much welcome as an O. P. A. the organizations, too, have debts. them is to arrange the dances so whom will be chosen in a contest which will be held
whispered
coming
mys- Virginia Zweigart worked togethIt
has
been
that
this
week
a
trio
of
representatives
the
address
to
I
this,
agree.
be
Having been that expenses are cleared, and
representative at a Butcher's Con- With
from forty schools throughout ,the vention.
an active member of a good por- enough profit to tide us over until tery women will be slinking about the campus, peering into er to draw up a constitution for
Northwest and Western Canada to
|the next activity. As Isee it, the cracks and crannies in search of nine handsome gentlemen the Associated Women Students,
BUT THAT DIDN'T make tion of the organizations at Se- |
which will be presentedfor a vote
be delivered by Dr. Frank Munk, "those newcomers" half aa mad
(Continued on page 4)
main purpose of the club-spon- to serve as judges for this very contest. Swathed in secrecy,
at
the next meeting. President
Portland,
now of Reed College,
sored dances is to make money, the man-hunting trio will be known only to Committee
as did the class elections this year.
Katie
Niedermeyer said that copies
and formerly of UNRRA. During
not to swell the club treasury, but
Best example of the K. K. K. inChairmen, and their identity will not be made known until of the proposed Constitution are
the past two years the Doctor
to
carry
allow
that
club
to
out
fluence was in the frosh class,
available, and urged the girls to
served with this group through- where
its functions at the lowest possible their mission is fulfilled.
clique swept the three Friday, Nov. 8
one
familiarize themselves with the
out Central Europe.
and
sportsmanship
personcost
to
Good
Gay's
Olympic
participating
the
students.
■Riding Club
top offices.
document so that it could be fully
main qualificainstances,
For
if
the
Ski
club
backs
be
the
Riding
ality
Stables
will
The main contributions by the
OF COURSE, the X, K. X.'s can
discussed before its final adoption.
Bowling, 2:00, Broadway Alleys a dance, and is allowed to keep tions for the nine judges-to-be.
Seattle College delegates will con- leap back at "those newcomers"
Plans for the traditional winter
IMiss
"X's"
will
nab
(Continued
page
Book
Week
on
The
three
Program
4)
sist of opening remarks by Mr. and say: "Only 20 per cent of
given each year by the
to
tolo
specifiup
any man that comes
Engineers vs. Mendel
Jack Haaze, Vice President of the the freshman class showed up to
AWSSC
and
their
were started with the
as
soon
as
cations,
Ma
Just
Strikers vs.
Smith's
Conference for this season, and a vote, where were you?" But the
The Advisory Board, general choice of Lorraine Brule and Eveare
made
this
public
selections
Saturday,
Nov.
9—9
prepared address to be delivered newcomers have a word for that,
nine-judge committee will choose student governing body, met Wed- lyn Ernsdorff as co-chairman in
Pre-dress rehearsal for "Milater on the subject of "The Vets' too:
the nine most beautiful girls who nesday, November 6 at 12:45 p. m. charge of planning this affair.
a.
m.
kado—lo:oo
Power in the United Nations Char"WE HADTHE WORD, through
are
enrolled in the Silhouette con- and was opened by Bill Moeller,
Game between Prep and Boys'
ter." During the course of the two- the grapevine, on the results three
test.
The nine girls thus chosen vice president of the student body,
Stadium
Town,
University
The
annual
of
the
Propagation
day session, Mr. Bill Quinn will weeks before the voting took
will pick one of the nine man Advisory Board chairman.
Nov.
Faith
will
be
NovemSunday,
10
drive
held
.conduct one of the Round Table place!"
Performance of "Mikado" at ber 14 and 15, under the direction as King, and the boys will pick
Colleen Floyd reported for the
discussions on some phase of the
NOW, KIDDIES, somebody is
nine girls.
the
Queen
from
the
senior
Advisory Board nominating
Jim
chairman
of
the
Shepherd
Reilly,
Good
of
"work on the United Nations' Or- liable to be getting a little purple
John Thorpe Smith, Publicity committee.Mike Hoffman submitSodality Apostolic Committee.
ganization as it is functioning to- under the collar by now so we'll Monday, Nov. 11
All seniors with last names beThe Propagation of the Faith is Chairman for the dance, said that ted his report on the progress of
Bowling, 2:00, Broadway Alleys
day. Pat Collins, representing the explain why we are bringing this
entry blanks for women contest- the constitution and amendment ginning with the initials "A" thru
the
central
for
Independents
Spec
organization
vs.
Caactively
particiClub,
will
Forum
fight out into the open.
tholic missions. It collects money ants will be available at the Lib- committees.Gene Brown gave his "C" are requested to have their
Tuesday, Nov. 12
pate in these timely discussions.
Seattle College today stands on
Contest, 7:30, Room for missionary work from Cath- eral Arts Information Booth, Wed- report on the yell squad and re- pictures taken within the next
Elocution
The final result of this Confer- the threshold of a great future as
olics all over the world and then nesday, November 13th. A photo- quested the help of the Board. A week. The pictures will be $1.50,
137
ence to Seattle College will be in- the leader in the field of collegiate
Gavel Club, 7:30, Room 139
dispenses these funds where they graph of the contestant must ac- surprise motion to postpone the with four proofs for each student.
company each entry blank.
creased interest in international education in the Northwest.
student body meeting from Friday, They can be taken at your own
Commerce Club, 7:30, Room 118 will be put to the best use.
affairs in the meetings of the The school today has its great- Wednesday, Nov. IS
Nov.
8 to next Friday, Nov. 15, convenience any time during the
All students who have not conAny Collegian may enter conGavel, Forum, and Pre-Legal est enrollment in history and is
day at the Kennell-Ellis Studio,
Bowling, 2:00, Broadway Alleys tributed in their own parish's or- tenders for the silhouette crown was proposed and carried.
looking forward to setting even
Clubs.
in the New World Life Inlocated
Sodality, 8:00, K. C. (Hall
ganization are asked to back the and there'is no limit to the numBoard
consists
of
Advisory
The
higher records.
Mendel Club Initiation, 7:25 a. m. Seattle College drive by giving a ber of entries that can be made three members from e»' h class surance Bldg. at 1426 sth Aye.
But those records would not be
Zoo Lab.
fifty cent donation. This fee en- by one person. The Silhouette who are elected in the Spring The Studio will be open on MonA. >i. i >" <" "
worth setting if the college were
quarter, with the exception of the day evening until 9:00 p. m.
Mendel Club Banquet, 7:30, May- titles the donor to a one year subQueen contest will close Novem- Freshman group,
Procedures: Attention all clubs not turning out, first of all,
flower Hotel
scription to "Missions Magazine," ber 21st, at midnight.
which will be Robert J. Carmody, S. J., the
WHOLE MEN, with well rounded
and interested students. Want
Opening of Registration for Fall besides the satisfaction of having
chosen in the Winter Quarter of new moderator, expects to have
the
are
Serving
on
committee
to say or do anything at an educations, and SECONDLY, and
Informal Queen
helped in the apostolic work of Beverly McLucas and Chuck Mc- thig year. The Board has the re- all the seniors and faculty pictures
A. S. S. C. meeting?
as far as this opus is concerned, Thursday, Nov. 14
Christ.
Ween c y, co-chairmen, Pauline sponsibility of conducting all taken by the end of the fall quar1. Place name of organization MOST IMPORTANT, students
Any student who wishes to do- Cruickshank, decorations; Maxine school elections and looking out ter. Freshmen and Sophomore picInternational Relations Conferwith matter to be introduced whose SCHOOL SPIRIT leaves a
ence, Portland
nate some of his spare time to Pusley, tickets; Christine Mc- for the general student body wel- tures will not be taken until the
and amount of time desired in challenge to all who follow.
Friday, Nov. 15
solicit funds during this drive ig 'Hugh, programs, and John T. fare.
winter quarter.
Bookstore.
THAT SCHOOL SPIRIT cannot
International Relations Confer- asked to contact Jim Reilly. Girls Smith, publicity.
Working to reform and knit
Though the staff is nearly com2. Address petition to Advis- be had under a system where a
ence, Portland
will circulate through the halls
themselves into one of the most plete, there is a demand for arory Board chairman.
Student Body Meeting, 12:00, Thursday and Friday with envelThe hall for the Fall Semi-For- efficient and unified bodies at tists. Anyone having artistic abilclique controls student activities.
3. Attend Advisory Board For the good of the school, the
K. C. Hall
opes on which students contribut- mal has not been decided upon as the school, next meeting of the ity and
in working on
Meeting Wednesday before A. cliquest must open up their ranks
Bowling, 2:00, Broadway Alleys ing their 50c will place their yet. Beverly said, however, that Advisory Board will be held this the staff should contact Mary
S. S. C. meeting.
names and addresses. Cooperation the committee wants the largest Sunday evening in the Marne Stevenson. The Aegis expects to
to "those newcomers" and make Strikers vs. Independents
4. All gripes and groans may them feel that S. C. is THEIR Saturday, Nov. 16
of the student body is to be ex- hall and best orchestra in this Hotel, next to the Tower Bldg., be permanently established in
be received the same way.
school, too.
pected for such a charitable vicinity, and that no pains will on Broadway and Madison. Meet- room 211 within the next few
Sadie Hawkins "Tolo"
(Continued on page 4)
be spared to secure them.
C. P. S. Tournament, Tacoma.
cause.
ing was adjourned at 1:15.
weeks.
H'yar she comes— a-puffin' and
a-blowin' 'round Hopeful Bend,
the "never-say-die" Sadie Hawkins, who is rushing to the city for
the Seattle College dance, to be

Registration for

. —

Winter Quarter
To Begin Nov. 11

.—

Program to
Mark Catholic
Book Week

Three S. College
Students to
Address Conference

—

.. . .

—

—

With

events

PREVIEW
——
—

Reilly Leads
Sodality in

Missions Drive

—
—
—

"

—.

—

—

Moeller Presides
At Advisory
Board Meeting

Aegis Senior

Pictures Set
For Next Week

—

"

Mysterious Trio to Haunt
S. C. Halls in Search
For Perfect Guy and Gal

AWSSC Convenes;
Winter Tolo,
Raffle Discusses
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Month of November

..
.

"It is therefore a holy and wholesome thought
for the dead, that they may be loosed from
sin.''— 2 Machabees 12:46.
to pray

With this thought in mind, Catholics of the
Church Militant set aside te month of November and
pray for the suffering members of the Mystical Body
of Christ. Throughout November, Catholics all over
the world offer their "thoughts, words, and sufferings"
for their beloved dead, and in particular their "War
Dead." The most democratic means which is prayer,
is employed for the help of the most democratic people— the "Holy Souls." Let us, as students, join our
offerings with millions of others for the deliverance
of our suffering dead to the realms of eternal happiness.

A Good Start

...

A new door has been opened. A past-due

sports

program, worthy of

Seattle College, has at last been
added to development plans! In taking this step, the
college made a fine choice in selecting Bill Fenton as
assistant athletic director to Father Logan.
Mr. Fenton proved his ability as an organizer and
planner
during his udergraduate days at S.C. Now
a
he is in a position where he can put his talents to
work for the betterment of S.C. In scheduling some
of the big name coast colleges for basketball competition, the athletic department has indicated the patr
Seattle College intends to play in the postwar boom
of sports.
Congratulations to Fr. Logan and Bill on their
efficient handling of a big job. The student body is
behind you in this venture, so you can't lose.

...

I
If
Were Only
One of the most disgusting problems at Seattle
College is that group of people who continually include in their "conversation the phrase "Now if Iwere
only
Those people who are sure, beyond
doubt,
a shadow of a
that they could manage almost
1 00% better than the present persons in charge.

First question in our minds is what prompts
these people to make such statements. Is the school
— are the presgovernment being run inefficiently
— are
ent officers incapable of holding their offices
the clubs functioning properly? These and many more
questions might arise in any other American college
or university. If there is occasion to criticize then
people should criticize.
For the purpose of arriving at the point let's say
that something is objectionable at school. Now for
the second question . . . What do these people who
criticize do about the situation?

And the answer is NOTHING. They criticize,
criticize, and still criticize. And yet with all the energy
exerted, said people do nothing. If they spent even
25% of the time that they spend in finding fault with
someone by working with these people, then we dare-

that this would be a very successful year.
Main objection of the Spectator is the Friday
afternoon "tearing apart the Spec" people. Those people who claim the* staff is "all wet" and don't know
what's going on. Let's be a little more considerate.
If you have a suggestion, or a complaint, turn it in,
but don't go around circulating your ideas to everybody and then not letting the people concerned hear
say

of it.

Friday, November 8, 1946

The Art
A Glimpse at Student Bachelor
Who's a Wheel?—
Dick Shanks
Of Skiing
as
as am
you a wheel? Are you sure? What is a wheel?
— John Gucker AArewheel
is an individual who is considered by all to be
Some people look upon skiing as a sport; these are the
athletes. Some look upon skiing
as a profitable business; these
are the doctors and morticians.
Ihave found that skiing on
snow is much simpler than over
rocks, crags, or heavy timber.
This may be traced to the fact
that the ski was originated on
the Scandinavian snows not
on the sand slopes of California,
the grass slopes of the Hawaiian
Islands, or speeding over the
water behind a swift runabout.
On the Norwegian slopes, Olaf
or Carl would strap on his
winged wooden staves (quote the
sports writer) and speed down
the incline to the village to woo
his love, or break his neck, or
maybe both.
Skiing, with the making of
cheeses and watches, also progressed to the Alps of Switzerland, where we see today some
of the world's best skiing.
Throughout the Alps of France,
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and
Yugoslavia, we have snow.
Splendid! From a beer barrel
in Munich we take two staves
and off we go for the skiing.
It is also a good idea to take
another full keg of beer in case
our staves break.
.One of the first things to learn
about skiing is how to climb

—

a hill with skiis on This is
very important, as walking in
deep snow withoutskiis or snowshoes Is not the most rapid
form of travel. There are two
distinct forms -of climbing, the
herring-bone and the side-step.
The herring-bone does not specify that the skier is pickled, but
that his finished tracks resemble
that fish's skeleton. The side
step is like a child going down
steps; one foot catches the other, but never passes it.
Now that we have mastered
the climb, it is wise to learn
how to stop with the skiis on.
Some novices believe they know
how to stop once they can
make consistent headers into
the nearest snow-bank without
injury. This is, true, one way to
stop; going through the windshield of a oar is another.
The beginner will find the
snowplow one of the best methods of stopping. This maneuver
consists of pointing the skiis
together at the tips, and, in most
cases, sitting down. This sitting
down is frowned upon by the

experienced skiers, who spend
most of their time in wheel-

chairs at the bar.
Now that we can climb and
stop, we can make our way to
the top of the slope (some people

call it a cliff). Take a deep
breath, a double shot of brandy,
rum, or whiskey, and start

.

down. The speed will give you
confidence, and also multiply
fractures.
By the time the skier h^as progressed so far that it is possible
to stand erect on skiis with the
minimum of injuries, the snows
have left the Alps and spring is
here. We don't look forward to
spring, but to when the doctor
will let us go home.
Once more able to navigate,
we go into the stem turn, a
form of turn that is swifter than

the snowplow turn, which we

have eliminated for being too
slow. The stem turn is simple
and merely consists of stemming
with one foot, shifting the
weight to the other foot and
swinging around to pick yourself
out of a beautiful sitzmark.
If, by now, you can ski, drink
the beer in the extra keg we
brought from Munich; if you
can't ski, put the beer on ice and
celebrate on the day the hospital gives you your discharge.

an indispensable element of an institution's curriculum.
Still here? What do you think now?
There are two distinctive types of wheels. First, we
have the more common and best known wheel. This person is always to be seen at every social event. Whenever
anyone mentions wheel they are certain to respond. If it
is a dance they are constantly to be observed skirting the
outer fringe of the dance floor, a look of .mingled sadness
and despair enveloping their countenance. Af a party
they are loud, boisterous ,the life (they think) of the
affair. Around the halls, in the classromm, in the cafeteria, they are always interrupting the conversation to say
something which they consider more important. In their
mind the secretly think, "Oh, what a wheel am I!!!"
But let us not dwell on the common wheel. Let us
now consider the opposite variety. These individuals are
constantly endeavoring to aid their school and fellow students. They are studious, energetic, capable, young men
and women. He is a connoisseur of the campus. She is the
belle of the halls. Cordiality is their outstanding characteristic. Their friendship is desired by all.
But alas, all of us cannot be a wheel. As on any vehicle, which phraseology we shall observe for a demonstrtive purpose, there can be only a limited number of
wheels; so, too, on our fair campus there are necessarily
those who are not of the wheel category. Therefore, to
those individuals who are not considered as being a wheel,
we concede the following definitions: Tires; Rims; Hubcaps and Spokes.
A tire is a senior who is near the top and trying hard,
a rim is a junior who wants to be a tire but lacks experience. A hubcap is a sophomore, going strong and destined
for success in his college career. And lastly, very important, andnot tobe overlooked are our freshmen, the spokes,
undoubtedly the most essential parts of any wheel. With ,
their enthusiasm and eagerness they make college life
a continual thing of gaiety.
So if you are not a wheel, donot he sad. With a little
effort and ear-banging nothing is impossible. The tire
may overnight become a wheel. The rim is very close to
the tire. And the hubcap is so well known to the spokes
that becoming a rim is only a matter of time. And all of
us spokes, let us try hard to further the well be'ng and
good name of our school; and perhaps one day in the not
too distant future we may find ourselves elevated from
the ranks of spokes to the more dignified positions of
hubcaps, rims and tires. Perhaps some day we too shall
be a "WHEEL."

REVIEW... —
Jack Harris
"Two Years Before the Mast," a recent Paramount release, is the
newest Hojlytftwd attempt at a sea epic to arrive at this fair city
of Seattle. It is an extravagant picture, which proposes to convey
a worthwhile message. That, from this writer's point of view, is

the extent or it.
But no one must forget that
handsome "tough guy" of Veronica Lake fame (Alan Ladd)
featured in the role of a foppish
very nearly

-

loser-of racing bets profligate
changing abruptly to a virile
specimen of sailorhood. Alan is
a fine actor in his own line,
whiQh sea epics definitely are
not. The fine supporting cast
does superb work, considering
the absence of any tangible plot
to go on. William Bendix, as the
first mate, and the "Cookie,"
(Barry Fitzgerald), along with
Brian Donlevy as Richard Dana
himself, struggle through one of
the most awkward scripts in
many a picture. However, Barry
and William Bendix have injected a few bright spots into
an otherwise slow plot.
The usual "discovery star" in
this particular picture is Esther
Fernandez, as a Spanish belle
femma with an impotent duenna. She needs more self-confidence, one or two real lines,
and a year or two of drama
school before she will become
of high enough caliber to play
such roles as hers. On the other
hand, there is no real place for
a woman in the story, but that
regrettably does not stop Para-

At any rate, it would
seem that the droves of writers
on the Paramount lot might
have done a better job of "dubbing" in her part.
Far and away the best piece
of acting in the picture was
turned in by the veteran Howard
De Sylva as the efficient, fanTEN YEARS AGO
atical, and cold-bloodedcaptain.
IN THE SPEC
He
carries off his role of "vilThe Drama Guild names William Thoreson president and Luc- lain" in fine style with just
the correct amount of hateful
ille Volkcy vice prseident.
glares.
Jeanne Testu, John Peter, AnEven if the crude adaptation
gelo Magnao and Stephen Leof the book for the screen did
Dame are S. C. represntatives in
have a nautical scent (that of
a three-way debate tournament at
ripe fish), the unsung prop men
Seattle Pacific College.
job. The writer
The A. W. S. S. C. candy sale did an excellent
had an opportunity to visit the
is managed by Freshmen Ellen
set while this picture was in
McHugh and Betty Tobin.
production, and the authentic
Eldon Davis, in a heated article appearance
as well as minute
urges adoption of team name to
detail observed in the construcreplace the present "Maroons". tion of props, especially the
Davis says
"Maroon" means brig, "Pilgrim" is nothing short
"fugitive slave". "It is even more of astounding to the eye of a

ridiculous", he gose on, "when the
natural incentive of an opponent

—

changes 'Maroons' to 'macaroons'
and thence to 'cookies' Seattle
College Cookies! Should S. C. be
left to compete under this handi'
cap?'

mount.

episodes fall flat and the "love
interest" has really no part in
this type of a story. It is a
"just fair" picture all in all,
but this writer would not recommend attempts to make a
half -freed epic love adventureblah story of such a book as

- -

Richard Dana's classic document.
It can be said, though, that
this picture is at least an entirely clean one in every way,
which is hardly characteristic
of some of the more recent
Hollywood productions.

LETTERS
TO THE

EDITOR

DEAR EDITOR:
This year's barn dance was

another example of much ado
about getting nothing done. Committees for publicity, entertainment, tickets, decorations, programs, etc, worked diligently, but
accomplished little. The barn
dance, as so many other recent
dances, flopped. No matter how
much of a financial success it
may' have been the dance was
a flop.
The publicity committee provided enough publicity so that
half of Dick Parker's pavillion
was filled with high school and
University of Wash, students. The
ticket committee sold lots of
—
tickets it would have been nice
if the program committee had co-

—

operated and provided souvenirs
for the countless ">programless"
couples who had been promised an
exchange at the door. Entertainment, if such it can be called,
evidently was not planned at aIL
A few on stage had fun, the rest

The morning,
I
closely
able to ascertain, begins wtih my
alarm clock. Some peoples' mornings begin with a gentle shaking
and a sweet, melodious, "Coffee,
dear." in their ears. Some associate morning with the rising sun;
others insist that it all begins with
the rooster. I'm quite certain, however, that my morning begins with
a very noisy, unsympathetic, and
merciless alarm clock.
At this point, Isometimes bury
my noggin betwixt two pillows
and try to convince myself that
it's only a nightmare. My alarm,
which is irrepressible, says, "No
such luck." And Iam forced to
face the stark reality of the sit-

DICK O'NEIL
way, to be accomodating, and who
am Ito disillusion the boy?
After surrendering my seat to
a housewife on her way to a tough
day at the nylon sale, Iarrive
downtown where Itransfer to the
Madrona bus. I pas a street
named "Terry", which the driver
always announces loudly, and It
reminds me that I
haven't written
to a girl of that name, probably
forsaking my good standing. No
Ihaven't. Iam standing, There
must be seats on those busses.
We couldn't have that many
Pygmys In Seattle!
The 8:10 bell .it school rings
and as Itake my seat, the notebooks, texts, and pencils, mostly

uation.
those of earlier birds, flutter to
The intervening period between the floor while Iabsorb countless
that first awful sumoning to the ocular daggers and pretend to be
■lay's activities, and the silencing indignant. "George did it," Iexof that relentless instrument, has claim.
always remained a mystery to
Having done my best to conme.
vince three professors that it's
There is nothing left to hold there class Ilive for in the enmy dazed attention, so anything suing hours, I stagger to the
can happen from here on. In gen- bus at noor. under the weight of
eral, however, my next move is assignments for the following day.
a reflex. Ifind myself being lured Then Iwork.
hack to the place from whence I Five o'clock arrives, and I
turn
came. It is a hard struggle, but Imy thoughts to home. Now my
usually go back to bed.
mind's eye becomes filled with the
About 6:30 my sense of duty vision of my very own little domiprevails and I leap to my feet. cile, my cozy sanctuary of solit(Two inches or six feet, friend, a ary bliss, where the cares of the
leap is a leap!) While the water is world dare not enter. With wild
boiling- on the stove In the kitchen, anticipation, Idash through the
and the tub Is gurgling merrily evening crowds, move swiftly down
in the bathroom, Igive careful the stiect where Ilive, up the
attention to kicking the Murphy apartment steps, through the corinto its slot in the wall. Now, of ridors, put the key in ttu, lock,
course. Iconsider the bed as my throw wide the door, step in, and
worst enemy, for it has been the there it is, my own little stack of
predowinat'ng' factor in retarding dirty dishes.
my schedule, and the manner In
After the apartment is cleaned,
which it la made leaves no doubt Ibegin to think of supper. It is
as to my utmost disdain for it. difficult to make a decision beAnd so to the tub.
tween broiled steak, beef stew,
The bath is completed, and after roast Dork, Chicken a la King, or
a few swipes at my physiognomy roast lamb. After preparing my
with the safety razor, Iput the repast, I sit me down to sup.
septic pencil back in th medicine Have you ever tried Campbell's
chest, remove the blood from the Cream of Tomato?
wash basin, and go to the kitchen
We shall skip the subject of
for breakfast. In the midst' of study.
neatly arranged stacks of used
With my studies out of the way,
dishes, Ireflect on the studies of and myself out of the picture, it
the previous evening, contemplate seems expedient to revise my
the coming day, and partake of my thinking in regard to my bed. If
"Wheaties."
you recall, I'm usually provoked
There is a bus stop on the corn- with it in the morning, some
er, just outside my apartment, but
twenty hours earlier, having held
Ithink Iam the only one who it partly responsible for coaxing
knows about it. The bus drivers me back to its folds once Ihad
have neverheard of it. Subsequent- been up. But never let it be said
ly, Ialways make it a point to that I'm one to sustain a grudge.
profusely thank the driver for To tell the truth, I think we
stopping. He is under the impres- each have a soft spot for the
sion that HE has gone out of his other.

A Word

to

the Innocent
— Roscoe

Batch

In the dingy recesses of the old "Cave,"last summer, a freshman
named Dave Hyde espied a lean and lonely soul supping coffe and
he remembered the golden rule. He drifted over and extended the
kind word. Now and again he fell into conversation with the boy
and found his fresh, eager outlook charming and he was pleased
to find that others, too, liked his friend. /This quarter Dave kept
an eye out for his friend and he found him. He is pleased to report
that his friend, Fred Holt, is getting along just fine.

* * * *

Our seniors, while shrugging into cap and gown for the first
time, prior to the Mass of The Holy Ghost, were pleased to learn
that this year's class is of considerably higher stature than were
the old grads. But we were less pleased to learn that we are of

somewhat smaller head size.

* * " "

Uninteresting as men's clothes may seem, after the AWSSC
style show, we beg to report that a tempest is raging among our
sartorially smarter males. The question is whether or not those
surrealistic bow ties worn by Morgan the Philosopher Sorney,
Mike Allen and Sylvester Heinke should be worn as they are, with
striped shirts, with solid color, or with rare old white broadcloth.
Maintaining that they have the Jean Razen seal of approval, the
three intend to go on wearing stripes, let the Rinso fall where
it may. No comment.

* " * *

Roll call is a dull business at best and we expect a revolution
someday. We think the prophetic note is sounding in Father
Reidy's ethics class where the roll goes something like this: "O'Neil,
Floyd, Kolzinski, Morales, has anybody here seen Kelly?"

* * * *

The question of what happens when the conscious wits get together has always intrigued us and so we are happy to sit in on
the iHomecoming Musical Comedy writers' first conference. There
were this page's Lou Flynn and Joe Schneider, the Drama Guild's
bad boy, Don Wood and the general chairman in charge of keepin'
people happy, Mary Ellen Moore. In the course of a long, hilarious
evening at the Chieftain, they wrote three plays, all for one reason
or another unusable and none for Seattle College. But they had a
report from Bossman Bill Moeller when he looked in at ten o'clock.
"Cheer up, Bill, we've Just decided to throw out the music." Then
they left the chagrined musician and went off, guffawing, into
the night.

*

" " "

wondered what was happening. I
We predict that Father Peronteau will ask his Soc. Iclass that
will congratulate Leon Cram, who
did a fine one man job on decora- old midquarter question about the phenotyplcal eliminationof genes.
tions, and Jerry Gray, who did
8 swell job handling the "hay
Much as we disapprove of gambling, we must say the girls are
ride."
being offered the chance of a lifetime by Don Whinahan and Warren
If stags and outsiders cannot Epps. It's a pool, but no ordinary pool. The prize is twenty dollars
be kept out of the dances, then for tolo night but that's only the start. The girl then has the
perhaps we ought not to have any choice of taking either Mister Whinahan, Mister Epps or the
dashdances. However such regrettable ing Hugh McLane, in which case the man will bring the car. The
layman.
affairs can,' be avoided, and it is girl could do the Inconceivable thing and take someone else, but
"Two Years Before the Mast" not to the creditof those in charge it would only prove again that women ain't gentlemen.
* *
is worthy of patronage as a sea of the barn dance for not benefit»
spectacle at any rate, and also ting by past experience. For the
A radio has been added to the equipment of the Spec tower but
for the pariseworthy message benefit of those students and other we shall not protest.
Our position is that we have got to learn to
it takes to the silver screen. students who will face the prob- live with the twentieth cenury somteime
and we may as well start
However, most of the adventure
(Continued on page 4)
now.

* " " "

"
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Beasley Says
By Ed Beasle;

RANGERS
CHALK UP
SECOND WIN
On Thursday afternoon, Oct
31st George Flood's Rangers
chalked up their second win of the

3

Vets Begin To Click;
Well Trained Team Wins
Easily From Specs, 26 to 7
football game and those

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
...

Tuesday was abeautiful day for a
Perusing the sport page of the San Franciscan Fogwitnessed the Vets vs Spec tussle saw two teams who
who
by Tom Tangney
horn, Ifound corroboration for the opinion ventured in season, a 12 to 6 victory over the
really made the best of the weather. The passing and
this column last week.
That football squads nowa- Specs. The victory enabled them to
"razzle-dazzle" play provided a thrill a minute as the Vets, It was something short of each game. But either way,
days lack plenty of the collegiate fire of former years. move into a first place tie in the
for the first time this season, came through and displayed year ago
The Dons have been a great disappointment this year. league standings with Ray O'a
that the 1945-46 every student would attend
their prowess as ball handlers. They dominated the entire
Commenting on the* reason for the poor showing of the Leary's Sinn Feiners.
the games with the assurance
first half, scoring three touchdowns by passes and via the yell squad was chosen and of meeting his fellow students
team, the Sports Writer has this to offer. 'The men of
The first quarter resulted in a line for two successful conversions. Ed Graisy, Bob Holland given the approval of the stuour starting lineup have been playing the game for many
realization that
scoreless deadlock, both teams and Woody Sedgwick proved themselves able receivers and dent body.Itwas a good team and with the
years, on service teams and the like. They just don't
go unmaking sizeable gains at midfield, combined with Jim Jaspere's acurate passing they proved a with plenty of college class his cheers will not
have that old sophomore fight
While they may say
and pep, but it lacked student heard. And for a bit of added
themselves, 'I'm going to get in there and do-or-die', they but neither 'threatening the other's powerful offensive machine.
cooperation. Above all things, color, it might be a profitgoal. Midway in the second quarIn the second half the Spec , The lineups for the first game:
are only kidding themselves. No pep talk by any coach
SDecs
Vets
an organized student body able idea for .some club to
in the world can convince a senior that he should get out ter the Rangers scored the first team, spirited with a short breath- Coe
Graisy
LE
cheering section is necessary sell maroon and white hats
tally, with Joe Blascke circling er, came through to show they
there and fight as he did when he was a sophomore."
Small
LaFortune
L.T
also knew how to handle a footfor the success of a yell squad and pom poms.
Perhaps the collegian columnist has something there. his own left end. and splashing ball and completed some spectac- Moran
C
Lovclk
A centralized group of stuRT
Coon
In the meantime Clipper Smith continues to cry in his through the mud for six points. ular aerial fireworks which set Brown
to join with the other sports
The
and
try
point
good
for
was no
Carey dents who know the cheers This column deems it right
RE
beer.
It is said that a college is a reservoir of eruup their only score of the game. Baker
Schulor and are willing to give them, pages of the city and mention
Q
dition the frosh always bring in a little learning; the the half ended with the Rangers A pass from Bill Conroy to Anderson
Flood
LH
Gildow under the direction of the th c Seattle Prep vs. Boys
brought
them six
leading 6-0.
Fred Baker
seniors never take any away.
RH
Jasperse cheer leaders, is the only
Bowles
converted
points.
They
by
taking
Town football game which is
Our college dances would be more sociable and genIn the third quarter the two
F
Holland method from which favorable
advantage of the rule of touch Conroy
erally more pleasant could we eliminate these fellows teams battledback and forth In football that makes the center an Substitutions
to be held tomorrow afterSpec: Sheehan,
who barge in without a "date." Whether for reasons of the mud, with neither team gain- eligible pass receiver. The final Tangney; Vets: Codd, Cunning- results will follow.
noon at the University of
This year's yell squad will Washington Stadium. Father
economy or others less valid, these ''stags" turn up ing: an advantage. As the fourth score was, Veta 26, Spec 7.
ham, Sedgwick.
be
faced with much the same Flanagan's club promises' to
Officials
Ray
O'Leary,
Flood's
remainJim
George
Rangers
opened
vigilance.
They
when the doorman has relaxed his
then quarter
the Specs made a
problem, that is, how to uni- display a brilliant array of
proceed to make their presence felt in a very unpleasant determined effort to win the game. ed undefeated as McHugh Hall Farrell, Bob Mehelich.
0 0 0 7—7
7 fy the vocal strength of the high class talent. Prep promway. Truly, times have not changed since a poet wrote, With some razzle-dazzle back- once again failed to show up for Specs
the second tussle of the afternoon. Vets
13 13 0 0—260 26 student rooters into one body.
"The stag at eve had drunk his fill."
ises to show up. But then, the
field work netting plenty of yarGargames
played
In
the
second
match
of
the
The
at
the
Prep
busy
proceeds go to a good cause.
Looks like Seattle
will have a
afternoon on dage, they moved down the field,
afternoon, the Spectators nosed rigan gym may have to be
9th,
the
when the Panthers meet Boys' Town. The out- scoring a touchdown, only to have
out the Engineers in three conse- restricted to students only,
Coach Budnick journeyed
look is far from promising for the local eleven. However, it called back, because the receivcutive games. They were as folsuch
probin
which
case
no
its
bowling
opened
south to Portland last weekwe must not despair. When the teams line up for the er had floated past the end zone. Intramural
lows: 676-628, 716-640, 703-585. Art
kickoff, one of the Beasley clan will occupy a very stra- However on the next play George second week, with the IndependHastings of the Spectators led the lem will arise. But for the end, and Assistant Athletic
defeating Ma Smith's keglers scoring with a total of
485 pins. major games, the tilts at the Director Fenton is touring
tegic spot out there on the greensward. You will recog- Anderson otok the ball around left ents
In all three games at Brodway The highest individual scorer was University of Washington Pathe Rose City this week-end.
try
end for the score. The
for Alleys. The game scores were 797nize him by his long,, effortless, ground-eating stride.
Don Goebel, who racked up 175 vilion, some means of organ- If things go right down there,
failed,
the
repoint
game
and
The thought has occurred to me that a Student Observer
631, 735-685, and 773-729. The points in the first game.
ization will be necessary.
the Chieftains' basketball
might with profit tackle the subject of Mixers. Irefer, mained deadlocked. The tie lasted highest game total was Walt Web- Spectators
only momentarily, however, as the
individual
high
squad
may make a road trip
506.
The
A
could
student section
be
of course, to these lugubrious meetings of students at dance Rangers put together a series of ster's
U Ivanlch
160 169 142—157
—
also turned in by Walt rack Flood
score
was
region, come winter
into
that
111 142 157 136 reserved for the holders of
halls in the vicinity. In my years at SC I
have had occa- end runs that netted them a quick Webster, as he bowled over 191
Seo.
Anderson
126
125
145—132
body
cards,
thereby
McHugh
student
Hall's touch footsion to be present at many. Due to a painful case of fall- touchdown. Ken Porteus drove pins on his second line. The indiferry Gray
116 108 109—111 grouping the students to some ball team seems to have been
ing arches Ihave, perforce, played the role of spectator. around rgiht end for the T.D., giv- vidual scores were:
Lrt Hastings 163 172 150—161 degree.
To still further unify liquidated somewhere along
With each Mixer my wonder grows that Ishould have so ing the Rangers a six point lead, Ma Smith's
completed the scoring for
which
the group, a pep team could the line. They have dropped
many companions along the sidelines. Did I
say along the
/alt Webster 159 191 156—506
676 716 703
the afternoon.
be organized to form the nu- their first three games by
!ud Dunning 114 120 135—369
engineers
sidelines? They spill over the dance floor as ink creeps The lineups were:
153 122 137—412
"red
Baker
im Daly
123 147 142— -412 cleus of the student cheering. forfeits
The Chieftains'
along a blotter; they monopolize so much of the floor that
Specs
Rangers
"rank Smith 102
99 165—366 'oe Recchi
141 139 102—382 This team could be formed varsity squad will travel to
dancing
couples
lobby
trip
the six
must retire to the
to
BUI Dibb [al Willis
Dick Coo
LE
103 153 136—390 Jon Goebel
175 121 108—404 either as a school club with Vancouver,B. C. a week from
the light fantastic. The orchestra plays away with great Tom Sheehan C
John Kaufer
lank Carey
89 133 133—355
—
occasional meetings and prac- tomorrow to play their first
Tom Kane
631 685 729
gusto; a vocalist makes the night hideous with her tonsils Ed LaFortune RE
Cilroy
100 100 100 300
Geo.
George
Anderson
Flood
tices or merely as a st.udent practice game with the VanJoyce's
Independents
Q
young
just
put.
men
All this I
had witnessed
stay
but these
John Moran
LH
TomDibb im Hunt
165 159
function
.
to be organized at couver Dominoes
each time Iattended a Mixer. Finally Idetermined to add Jack Flood
RH Ken Portteus Sob Prenouset 172. 147 133--452
History
essay, "The Mores of Modern Bob Brown
some data to my
F
Joe Blaschke (ill Harney 129 134 172—435
College Youth" A dissertation on What Makes Them That Sub. Jack Tangney, Al Bowles
147 162 163 472
t. M. Joyce
Team
Way which Ihope will cancel a deficiency in History 137. ipecs
:. McWeeny k 188 133 173—449
0
I
tackle a husky youth, an intrepid skier who is daunted tangers
0 6 0 6—l:
797 735 773
by no danger of slalom, straight-away or sitzmark. He is Official: Joe Budnick
On Tuesday, Nov. sth, the Jun- College. Many of the Junior VarCut To Twelve
nibbling nervously on plaster pilfered from a well worn
The Seattle College basket- ior Varsity basketball team held sity games will be preliminary
column which supports him. To allay his suspicions Ilead
its opening turnout at the Knights events to the Varsity games.
ball varsity wound up its 4th
up to the fatal question with small talk about the nice
of Columbus Gym. Due to the fact
■
mm
■■■mini*]
turnout and the current trend in Spanish I. Then, pointweek of practice with a full that
the initial practice was held I
pop the
ing to the 176 girls standing about in the hall, I
SHOP
EARLY
Beautiful
1
game scrimmage last Friday at an inconvenient hour, only ten
: Assortment of Christmas Cards =
question. "Say, Pal, a Mixer would be more fun if you
night at the Garrigan gym. men showedup. The practice condanced. Why not ask one of the gals?"
sisted mainly of passing and I Guild Book Shop, Inc. j
Coach Joe Budnick substitut- checking exercises,
I
had declared myself. Iwas the enemy. Iwas more fearbut wound up
"The Catholic Book Store"
Sunday
morning
"Oh what a beautiful morning," echoed
freely,
attempting
ed
to
find
with
a
ten
1328
|
scrimmage.
minute
Sixth Aye.
SE. 25141
slithering
incline
slalom
run.
A
startled
any
icy
ful than
or
when the blended voices of seventy Hiyu Coolies again venpli
mfjT
five.
The
most
gnawed
plaster
as
he
the
in
of
Nature's
handia
workable
eyes
beauty
look came into his
at
Those who turned out were:
tured forth to explore the hidden
his hand. "Who? Me? Ijust came in." That was perhaps work. Ther destination was Lake Kelcema; their object, a promising combination includ- Steve Nava, Tom Tague, Bill
Jay Gilmour, Art Hasthis only mistake and Ihave reason to believe he soon re- good time. Two "air conditioned, luxury liners" transported ed Mclver, Willis, Douglas, Hawkins,
ings, Earl Boyd, Bob Shaw, Rocky
stopping
medied it. Slowed up somewhat but still undaunted Icon- the undaunted,eager hikers along the route. After
(formerly Peter Pan .Lunch)
Blakely, and Sands. Norm Moore, Johnny Uno, and Tarry
tinued my quest. As time went on my approach became at Everett for "the pause that refreshes," they followed the
Harwitz.
potential
Ten other
Jay
Willis, freshman from West
FEATURING
more subtle. Yet the answers elicited from the dense ranks Stillaguamish to Silverton, twenty-five miles beyond GranVees were unable to be on hand
High
School,
led
the
Seattle
will
but
be present at the eveof immovable males were interestingly varied in all but their ite Falls.
Horluck's Delicious
point getters with 12 points, ning practices.
polite insistence of staying pat. Bearing in mind that this When they reached their startIce Cream
assembly is a social function of the College (Spec. Add. ing point, a novice hiker was
all from field shots. Budnick The J. V. squad will have ita
"Isn't
gleefully commenting,
schedule to play. To date The NEW SENSATIONAL
Let's Get Acquainted-Ski Club Mixer) the answers make heard
seemed satisfied with the own
bee-u-ti-ful?", referring of
games have been scheduled with
it
"FRENCH TIP"
an interesting study. We have already disposed of Johnny course to the snow-laden trail
team's scoring power; how- Seattle Pacific J.V., Everett Junthe Skier who couldn't ask a girl to dance because he "Just ahead. The veterans with their
ever, he stressed the need of ior College, and Centralla Junior CA. 8936 14th & K. Pike
came in." Others are listed below, not in any particular heavy hiking boots looked at her
order of importance. (Only thru serious study will one be flimsy loafers and bobby-socks and Although no definite arrange- fundamentals.
pitying glances.
ments have been madeas yet, the
Still further slicing hia varsity
SHOP EARLY for
able to evaluate these findings in the fuller light of Psy- exchanged
"With a yo heave ho and away Ski
Club announces that it is con- squad, Coach Budnick has been
chological Mores).
we go," they were off. Trail blaztemplating an overnight ski trip spending evenings in the Knights
Group A. "Dance? I'm just looking around."
ers led the way and packed down
to Mt. Baker over Thanksgiving of Columbus gym with the presBOOTS SOX PANTS JACKETS
those
takGroup B. "The music's too fast."
for
who
were
path
the
ing it easy. The trail wound and weekend.
ent twelve-man team. Intensive
Group C. "The music's too slow."
SKIS POLES BINDINGS
cut by a clear creek on this side
Tentative plans include depar- individualdrills have been the keyGroup D. "No thanks. Ijust had a dance."
Ask About Our
of Big Four for only four miles.
ture from the College on Friday, note this past week with checkGroup E. "Wh-a--t?"
iHot coffee and freshly built fires
SPECIAL
COMPLETE OUTFIT
plays, and ball handlGroup F. "What's the hurry?"
greeted the weary Coolees at the November 29 to return on Sunday ing, screen
stressed.
The
ing
being
varsity
Group G. "Next one."
two cabins on the shores of Kel- evening the 31st.
lineup as it now stands is: Dave
cema. Frozen saddles and socks
Group H. "Sure thing.l'm looking around a bit."
As reservations -will be ilmited Blakely, Jesse Douglas, Tom
1330 6th Aye.
the
artistically
were
over
draped
studied,
siftMy findings are rather slim; they must be
thoso
are
to
planning
go
who
Flynn, Bill McNeil, Ned Mclver,
for the reed, synthesized. Then only, will Isubmit my conclusions. stoves to warm up
bulletin board Jack Pinyon, Bill Sands, Earl
turn trip. While these steamed, should watch the
In the meantime we will continue to attend Mixers at which numb toes were persuaded to come closely for further details in the Spangler, Terry Sullivan, Nels
near future.
Sundbom, Norm Willis, and Don
the music is swell, the floor smooth, the girls hopeful and back to reality.
Young. Next week is likely to
14
15
November
and
at
7:30
The highlight of the day came
the boys, God bless 'cm they're there.
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International Pharmacy
—
We Have
ComeHere First
It or We'll Get It for You
H. K. ROSENOFF
5059 Airport Way
KA. 7S3S

-

Clipper Service
Across the Street from School,

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

Fashionable Cleaners
QUALITY CLEANING
AND PRESSING

EXPERT ALTERATIONS
F2l Madison
SE. 5311

when one hiker stamped in the
doorway, boots in hand, with ttie
explanation, "They didn't fit."
Resolved from -the trial and error method, the Hlyu Coolee jaunts
In the future will be restricted.
Henceforth, it's "no boots, no
hike."

more
p.m., the Husky Winter Sports
Club will present the only Seattle squad.
showing of the completely new
and thrilling movie, "The Rhapsody of Skiing." This Hans Thorner
XL. 6220
production will be shown at Meany 62 Madison St.
Hall on the University of WashGood
Meats
and
"Serve
ington campus. Admission is only
You Serve Good Meals"

Serv-U-Meat

5-Point Cleaners
1112 Broadway
Next Door to Chieftain Fountain

CONVENIENT LOCATION

—

QUALITY SERVICE

75 cents.

HAMBURGERS

SHORT ORDERS

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY
Where Collegians Meet

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes

BARNEY'S Associated Service
"Service That Is"

—

AEROTANE GASOLINE
VEEDOL & TYDOL
MOTOR OILS
EXPERT LUBRICATION
ACCESSORIES
Mufflers & Tailpipes Installed
"WHERE SERVICE SATISFIES"

—

i:\st 9962

1221 E. Madison

MEET YOUR FRIEND

at

SORRENTO
DRUGS
buy
where
DRUGS
SUPPLIES
you

your

COSMETICS SCHOOL
FOUNTAIN LUNCH

Corner Terry & Madison
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Goebeal and Pepper
MISS
DEEDS Four Pre-Moore
—
by Mar tie Mooney Dates Set
Schedule Talent Show;
A.
For 'Mikado'
ha^
Prizes
Lettermen Offer
has been
Something new in the way of entertainment
— it's a talent
show.
scheduled by the Lettermen's Club
Date set for thise activity is at 7:30 p.m., November 21,
at the Women's Century Club, Harvard North and E. Roy.

The meeting of the
W. S. S.C.
on Tuesday of this week disclosed
to the women students the formation of a new constitution for
the association. Miss Neidermeyer,
president, asked the girls to read
and criticize it, and at the next
meeting it will be voted upon.
Turkeys, cranberry sauce and
mashed potatoes are in the air,
for, in cas<? you didn't know it
Thanksgivit.g is creeping closer,
and without the traditinoal turkey
the day won't be the same, so
if you are lucky or want to try
your luck there will be a raffle
on the Monday before Thanksgiving under the co-chairmanship of
Mary TrihTibull
and Pauline

been planned
A full schedule
for the Seattle College Opera
Guild's "Mikado" cast. The initial
performance will be presented at
the House of the Good Shepherd,
Sunday, November 10.
Two other performances prior to
the Moore presentation have been
scheduled for the operetta cast.
The Gilbert and Sullivan opus will
be presented at the Providence
Auditorium on November 17 at
2:30 p. m. The group will then
travel to Renton, where the operetta will be presented in the Renton High School Auditorium and
the southwest to appear before
a Tacoma audience at St. Leo's
Auditorium.
Various selections from the "Mikado" will be presented by the SC
cast over KOL at 3:00 p. m. on
November 21.
The possibility of a performance
at the Moore Theater for the parochial school children is under consideration. If this plan develops,
the understudies will sing the
leading roles at the performance.
Who will play the title role of
the Mikado will remain undisclosed until the Moore presentation on November 26. An understudy will take the part in all performances until then. A union orchestra has been contracted to
accompany the Moore performan-

Fr. Edelman
Writes of
Japanese Home

TheStudents Speak
By JIM T. HUGHES

Word has been received of Fr.
Joseph P. Edlemann, professor at
Seattle College last year.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

"How did last week's Barn Dance compare with
previous ones?"

In an excerpt of his letter, Father says:

KOO GILL (Engineering SophJIM McALERNEY (Pre-Legal
"A job was waiting for me. I omere) "I thought it was pretty Freshman) "I'm pretty respectable
As was announced by Co-chairbut Ididn't like the cop at the
started teaching two days after I darn good."
men Don "Dutch" Goebel and
(Math Senior) front door frisking everyone. I
VINCE
PEPPER
I
am
a
bee
and
got
busy
here.
like
purpose
Vince Pepper the
of the
pass out at the
show is to "uncover the many
don't find much time to write let- "The music was fine, it was a couldn't get a
door
so
I
out inside."
passed
little
like
our
own
crowded
but
we
hidden talents our students posters. Three classes in school and
square inch. The programs were
ROBBMARY BARRETT (Soph.sess." The two further stated, "As
afterwards. Catechism for the swell but Ididn't like the idea Soc.)
The first issue of the Alumni
"Last year's dance was a
has been seen in the past elecboys.
Sunday supply with Japan- of no pass-outs, not that it bothsocial success; this year's was a
tions, student body meeting?, and Association Magazine will be pubalmost
every
ese sermon
week.
ered me because I was out all financial success. Last year you
Friday, Nov. 15, it was
other functions student talent lished on
co-editor
night
anyway."
announced
here
today
by
getting
up
This week Iam
at
saw a few SC students at the
plays an important part. We hope
Eberharter, "43."
J.
dance;
(Prem.
to
Mass
in
a
conthis year you were lucky
say
4:30
a.
VIRGINIA
ZWEKiAKT
through this talent show to be
The alumni bulletin will be a
vent downtown. So you don't have Legal Soph) "I liked this year's if you found your escort."
able to uncover this talent which
pictorial magazine, showing shots Dorgan.
to worry about Fr. Joe getting Barn dance because there was
we do have at this school, so that
JOANNE GUSTINE (Socstudent life, of Faculty, and of
of
An official scoop concerning the
into
mischief. He is too busy for much greater attendance than Soph.) "Not enough programs was
will
be
tol
call
it
able
on
for
we
affairs of general interest to stu- Winter Informal, the formal Tolo
that.
there had been previously. The disappointing because Iwanted a
future occasions when needed. We
dent and alumni alike.
the
during
quarter,
crazy
held
winter
The
are
baseboys
about
drawback was that Imissed souvenir from the dance. Half time
only
also plan that this will be the first
The first issue will feature an was announced this week. The date
ball and basket-ball and they many people that Iknew were entertainment was not as good
in a series of talent shows open to
article on the redecorated Cavern,
yet been set, but to avoid
hoped I would be able to give there."
all students, and at each time to the Vets housing Administration, has not
as last year's. It was a friendly
(he last minute rush of obtaining
them a few hints, but I don't
BET ABBOTT (Pre-Dental Jun- dance if you could find anyone
have sufficient incentive offered." the Associated Students, and a
a hall, orchestra and entertainthink Iknow enough about it.
ior) "There seemed to be the same you knew."
Incentive for the first of the personality sketch of
Father ment
co-chairmen
have
been
the
We have a good mountaineering spirit as in previous years but SO
series of shows is offered in the James B. McGoldrick.
BECKY ROBERTS (Soc.Junnamed, they are Lorraine Brule
club here in the school.
has outgrown Dick Parker's, so ior) "Elegant, sparkling, and I
way of a 21-jewel Bulova wristPhotography is being handled by and Evelyn Ernsdorf.
The mountains around here are now Where?"
watch, men's or women's, as first Cronin Andersen and Cal Druxalmost could find my friends. EvThe much publicized Style Show
very beautiful, especially now,
GERRIE TESTU (Pre-Legal erybody looked like they were havprize. A handsome pen and pencil man. Editors are J. Eberharter,
when the weather is simply mar- Soph) "Confusion was the gen- ing a (happy) time! Although, if
did not turn out as well as was
set will be awarded as second and "43," and J. Tangney, "46."
expected due to the lack of covelous. A week ago last Sunday eral note of the evening. What future dances are as well attended
third prizes.
a few of my older boys came to happened to our service organi- we'd better rent Madison Square
operation on the part of the woThose persons desiring to enter
see me. and we climbed the moun- zations that were supposed to Garden."
men students in obtaining tickets.
the show must (1) be registered
tain right behind the school. The handle gate crashers, etc.?"
The work of Mary Stevenson and
students at the college (2) non- VETS HALL
GENE BROWN (Soph.-Music)
view up there, across the bay
Dave liovick Mary Clark assisted by their com"CURLY" WIOIBEL (Pre-o)ent. "Compared to the '42 Barn Dance
professional (a person who has ne'
towards the islands in the south, Soph) "I
mittees was exceptional. It is re- ces.
gaged in these activities (dancing,
don't think they should it was average. A few suggesLast weekend turned out to be
is
something you don't forget so sell tickets at the door, and stu- tions:
that
after
their
excellent
been
gretful
Difficulty
has
encountered
singing ,etc.) for a financial set- the quietest yet, for those few
in each" couple there should
easily. Of course the beauty of dent body tickets
tlement Is considered a profession- who didn't go home over the ex- planning they received such poor in outfitting some of the cast. A
should be be at least one student body card
Puget Sound and the Cascades shown."
al) and (3) turn in their names, tended holiday. The ones coming cooperation. There have been plea for Japanese or Chinese Kishown; also a limitation of tickcan hardly be beaten and Ishall
monas,
slippers
numerous
about
and
ballet
has
complaints
lately
the
(Mech. Eng. ets mad*e. But in all it was a fair
with what they plan to do and
back to the lower left wing were
BEITEY
EARL
its memory as long as I
time it takes to perform, either to greeted on their return by a fishy the organizations here at the col- been issued by costume chairman, treasure
Soph.) "I lost friends but not ev- dance."
say hello to the Hiyu
live.
Please
wishAnyone
and
some
of
them
Mlchele
Riverman.
lege,
maybe
Don Goebel or Vlnce Pepper on or odor coming from Al Small's
eryone could get in. Back in '42
KATHLEEN CONROY (Soph.
Coolees and tell them Iam miss"room, where he was engaged in are justified when we see that it is ing to lend these articles to the ing them. How nice it would
you had to beg people to come Sovc.) "The dance was overcrowdbefore Friday, November 15.
be, if
Time allowed will be at least making and eating cracker and always the same ones who attend Opera Guild are urged to bring
bring their friends to make ed with non-Seattle College stuone of those Hiyu streamliners, and
them,
along
with
means
of
the
the
the
meetings,
help
on
worst
minutes,
three
and probably more sardine sandwiches.
it
look
like a dance. But now dents. There was not as much
identification, to Father some Sunday morning, would stop
depending upon the number of conAll those who attended seemed committees, and do all the drudg- owner's
wasn't it?"
crowded
enthusiasm over the beard-grow
up.
to
me
I
pick
Well,
enReidy's office, Room 38 of the Sci- here
testants entered. A piano will be to have a good time at Dick Par- ery, but it is the other division
contest as last year."
ing
GEORGE MILLER (Pre-Med.
joyed it, while it lasted, and now
furnished on stage. Any other in- ker's Pavilion last Thursday eve- that do all the griping. If you ence Building. The Opera Guild
am
here
I
know
happy
Junior)
I
because
"It was a heck of a lot
JIM HENRIOT (Soph.-Econ.)
want to help, all you have to do will take good care of each garstruments that are needed will ning.
ment and will return them when there is a big job to be done.
betterthan last year's Barn Dance, "Tickets should be sold at school
office
Spec,
up
has
is
to
the
really
sign
have to be supplied by the indiviOne boy who
a rackin
only trouble was that there was only and not at the dance. The
the presentations have been comIt really is. You have no idea
dual concerned.
et is a fellow in the hall who quit or talk to the presidents of the
no room to dance in. Bigger halls intermission was not as well orpleted.
weeks
welcome
They
clubs.
over there how great the opporyou
will
Acting as judges are three fac- smoking about two or three
must be had."
ganized as it should be."
tunities of the mission here are.
ulty and two lay members of the ago. He's been bumming his last with open arms, believe me I
If we only had more men and
know. So anybody that has any
college. Judging will be based on one ever since.
(Continued from page 1)
more help, Idon't doubt Japan
The Monday afternoon scrim- complaint get in and do something
appearance, originality, and quality of the performance rendered. mage plus clear skies seem to have instead of telling your best friend
The cliques at Seattle College would become a Christian nation.
Names of the judges will appear done wonders for the heretofore about it.
have served a great purpose. They The attitude has quite changed
slower Vets' Hall nine. In a series
in next week's Spectator.
have carried the ball up to the since I left six years ago. The
In connection with the talent of quick running and passing CON
fifty yard line on the drive to- humiliation of defeat has opened
(Continued from page 2)
On Nov. 15, at 8:00 p. m., in the
(Continued from page 1)
show tentative arrangements have plays they overpowered the surwards the goal line of a great the eyes of many and now they auditorium of
Providence
Nurses
lem
cf having good dances Imake
treasury,
the
in
its
own
it
profit
looking
for something new to
been made for a dance on the fol- prised Spec, team 26-7.
school spirit. But TOUCHDOWN- are
Home, the Seattle College Nurs- these suggestions.
For those residing in Vets' quar- would be able to offer inexpensive LAND cannot be reached until the replace their old ideas. If we
owing night, November 22. The
ing students, Providence division,
1. Have chairmen and commitmusic of Archie Kyle has been ters a meeting will be held early (if not free) transportation on student body as a whole, joins in could pitch in now with a lot of
will present the "White Cap Fol- tee chairmen who work, not for
Hiyu
bulletin
to
the
mountains.
The
men
and
trips
propaganda-material,
next
Watch
our
it
week.
engaged, but so far no hall is
on the victory march.
lies." Dress rehearsals have been the sake of getting their name in
Coolee would have the same opavailable. Price of admission will board.
Let there be no1 animosity be- could change the face of the Japheld during off-duty hours during the paper, but with the idea of
allowing
thus
more
portunity,
anese
do
Earth,.
just
activities,
We
have to
include both nights'
tween groups, cliques, classes. Instudents to take advantage of
what we can and let Divine Prov- the last week.
throwing a dance that is suocsshowever, the exact amount will SARAZIN
Joan Martin these popular activities, because of stead let there be unity for in
The two hour variety show, di- ful successful first socially; secnot be known until the dance plans
unity there is a strength, and in idence take care of the rest.
rected and produced by student ond, financially.
Probably everyone has learned the lower cost. It would speak strength properly lirected
are definite.
there
nurses, chairmanned by Margie
Sarazin
is
one
of
the
for
the
PRO
by
well,
indeed,
college,
if,
now
that
is greatness, power and success!
Announcement of the talent
2. Sell NO tickets at the door,
(Continued from page 1)
Wagner, will include ballet and
halls
for
Howwhich
girls.
instance,
two
for
Gavel
college
club,
the
winners,
show
together with the
first
issuing proper notice.
Spanish dances, a pantomime skit,
door prize drawing, will be made ever, few are "in the know" as to every year invites high school stuattle College, Iknow what they
3.
Have
cooperation, between
and
vocal
members.
the night of the dance, if held, the origin of its name. And be- dents from all parts of the northare up against. Under the excess
those
in
of the committees.
charge
pertinent
(Continued
this
is
rather
debate
tourna1)
a
west to attend a
from page
profits tax law, each organization
otherwise it will take place after cause
Sell tickets only upon preshas
first
4
information,
of
it
do
this
with
little
or.
ment,
bit
could
the show.
History and Pre-Law Vincent would have a limit set as to how
entation of a student body card.
Committees appointed for this place in this week's column. Sar- no expense to the visiting schools. Conway, S. J., room 203, 1:00 to much money would be allowed to
azin
is
maiden
name
of
our
I
add
such
a
might
system
the
that
5. Provide programs for all ticksocial event are, publicity; Steve
be maintained in their treasury.
4:00.
previous
et holders.
Nava (chairman), Bob Shay, and Dean of Women, Mrs. Marie Leon- was not considered in
Pre-Medics, Pre-Dental, and MeThis limit would be determined
Don Wood. Ticket committee will ard. Itis a good name; we respect years because of the greatly dim- dical Technicians Gerald Beezer,
The equestrian fans of Seattle 6. Have a committee to expel
by a board composed of three
with
it
and
we're
of
it.
student
but
now
proud
body,
inished
be headed by Charles McWeeney
S.J., College Bookstore, afternoons.
stags and students whose conduct
members of the Advisory Board, College mounted for their first
Considering the thirty-two girls the enrollment figures skyrocketwith Al Burke and Nace McHugh
Engineering Edmund McNulty,
ride
of
the
quarter
the President and Treasurer of the
fall
last Fri- does not befit the name of Seattle
helping. Tom Tague and Art Has- plus their accompanying trunk ing it seems the logical thing to S.J., roonT2lo, 1:00 to 4:00.
College.
day
Gay's
Riding
student
and
moderator
at
body,
Academy.
of
possessions
do.
tings will work together on the loads of personal
Music— Daniel Reidy, S. J., of7. Since the alumni are growing
the A. S. S. C, and would vary Twenty members showed up for
This argument could be applied fice, third floor
packed into the hall, it is no wongtage committee.
Science Building, with the different organizations.
into a powerful block whom stuthe
outing
which
lasted
approxder that the seams are bursting. with equal strength to the other 1:00
to 4:00.
imately two hours. Fun was had dents depend on for many things.
And believe me they are! But since school organizations: the Opera
Commerce and Finance
Another objection that is liable by all, however,
Paul
Guild,
the Letterone minor injury a percentage of tickets should be
we have an exceptionally congen- Guild, Drama
Volpe, Ph.D., room 212, 1:00 to to arise is the idea that the or- was
encountered when Jim givenu to the alumni association
ial group of girls this quarter, the men, the I. X., Silver Scroll, all
ganization concerned will not Cleary's
4:00.
horse slipped in a mud for distribution.
cozy effect has only added to the having expenses of their own
strive for success if they do not hole.
Nursing
Vizetelly,
Nazleh
Ithink much of the trouble that
time,
fun.
this
is
the
first
that
Since
second floor Science Building, M. receive the full profits of their
cents per
This afternoon the club will has been prevalent at our dances
Fun? You bet its fun living in any of these clubs have had a
W. F.— 1:00 to 4:00, T. Th. 1:00 venture. If this is the case, the once again take to the bridle paths could be
a dorm! True, there are regula- chance to get out on their own to
eliminatedif dances were
organization is not working for
2:00.
as
and
build
their
treasand
all
are
to
these words in mind.
really
urged
planned
followed,
up
tions
to
be
such
interested
with
study
COSTUMES NEEDED
Sociology Howard Peronteau, the betterment of the school, but
attend. A truck will be at the
Signed: "Helpful"
hours and week-day nights; 1:30 uries, it would be definitely un- S. J., room 204,
rather, is working selfishly to sat1:00 to 4:00.
leaves on Friday and Saturday, fair to deprive them of this opporCollege to provide transportation
Education A. Barrett Corrigan, isfy its individual interest. The
While enroute, an
10:30 on Sundays; and 11 o'clock tunity.
Oriental
S. J., Dean's office, 1:00 to 4:00. thing to decide here is, what comes to the stables.
PERMANENTS
important meeting- will take place !
"lights out." But all in all, the
My second objection is this: If a Students
the
Machine--Cold Wave— MachinelessI
first,
organization
classified
as
individual
"General"
needed for Mikado
at which time an official name
companionship we experience in club can at any time fall back on
will complete their registrtaion in or the A. S. S. C.
production. Contact
lor the club will be chosen.
sharing the same everyday events the student body treasury, in the
the office of the Registrar.
ANN RILEY, Proprietor
of studying, eating, enjoying re- event of debts incurred in sponAnother objection that may be
FR. REIDY
ROOM 39
Labor-Managoment Forum
1500
EA. 8300
Broadway
what
will
soring
activity,
hapbrought
laxation together, is worth any
an
forth is: the students
With the student body treasury, at
Presents Mr. John M. Jewitt,
may lose interest if personal gain
price. We hereby cast a unanimous pen to our incentive? What is it the club's disposal,
there would be
AUTO PARKING
vote to the affirmative of the that makes committee members
is not attained. To this objection, Chairman of the Speakers' Buno
for
necessity
push that has
the
j
Iask a question. Do you readers reau of the Seattle Chamber of
proposition: "Can life be beautiful work their fingers to the bone, I always been prevalent in any
acCommerce, who will speak on
put in hours making plans, selling
in a college hall?"
tivity sponsored by any organiza- believe that there is enough in- Opportunities in Business Notickets, getting publicity and all
terest
in
the
A.
S.
C.
shown
S.
at
tion at Seattle College. In convember 14th at 7:80 p. ni., room
BORDEAUX
the other details involved in putthe present time? Ido not. Some
Danetto Kelly ting over a successful activity? It clusion, Iwould Hke to say this; of the interest
137 Science Building. All stuobjecthat these
loyalty of any student is equalthe
dents
and their friends are inGals! Just a slight reminder to s just that to put on a success♥
ly divided among the clubs he be- tions claim would be lost, could vited to attend.
3
§
pay your dues to our lonely hearts ful activity, to promote the good
certainly be used in the A. S. S. C.
you all just name of their club, to prove to longs to and his student body asclub!
I'm
of
proud
3
Beginning
sociation. In my own opinion this
CORSAGES
think one hundred per cent en- themselves and their fellow memis not a case of loyalty, it is raMonday,
', rollment. Don't forget our motto bers, that with enough enthusiasm ther
Tonny's
Shop
a question of choosing the
why be lonely when we have a and good teamwork, enough interBride's
Bouquets
Cut
Flowers
YOU MAY RESERVE
phone? signed, The Loneliest of est can be stirred up to make that best way to benefit the college as
Sprays
a
If
allow
the
whole.
we
associa2223 24th Aye. No.
YOUR LOCAL STALL
Ah, but who was activity successful. Why then
\ the Lonely
708':. Madison
MA. 3547 ■^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■>
tion to have complete control of
lonely last Saturday night? Hope should we remove that incentive ?
for
brought in by the various
H
1
■
■■*■■■■!IRII
everyone had a good time at our And Isay.remove it, because it is the funds
organizations of the school, and
(and
shindig
the
shins
would
get
exactly
doing.
did
what we
be
$1
that is what the whole thing boils
dug!)
Imagine more men
down to, we will destroy the spirit
than girls
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